Team Name: _____________________________________Team Score:_________out of 25 points
Please complete the rating questions below to calculate the team’s anticipated division for registration and strength
score. This score can be used to schedule games against teams with similar scores to ensure competitive balance.
Overall Strength______ out of 5
Expect to be one of the weakest in division 1pt
Expect to be on the weaker end of division 2pt
Expect Middle of the pack 3pt
Expect to be on upper end of division 4pt
Expect to contend for championship 5pt

What do you expect to be the age range for this team? ______ out of 5
All younger with maybe a couple exceptions 1pt
Younger: 30-40% or less of team is the older end of age bracket 2pt
Roughly Even Split between younger and older players 3pt
Older: 60-70% or more is at the older end of age bracket 4pt
All Older with maybe a couple exceptions 5pt

What do you believe is the athletic level of this team? ______ out of 5
No strong athletes or less than 10% 1pt
Weaker: 10-20% or less are strong 2pt
Average: 20-50% Strong Athletes 3pt
Strong: 50-70% Strong Athletes 4pt
Very Strong: 70%+ Strong Athletes 5pt

What is the experience level of this team? ______ out of 5
Very Limited or No Experience 1pt
Newer to this age group with limited experience 2pt
About average experience for this age group 3pt
Most players have played before and play off season 4pt
Very experienced: 30-40% or more play year round 5pt

What would you say is the coaching level for this team? ______ out of 5
New to Coaching 1 pt
Limited Lax Experience - Limited Youth Coaching 2pt
Some LAX Expertise - Some Youth Coaching 3pt
Good Lax Expertise - Experienced Youth Coach 4pt
Strong LAX Expertise - Experienced Youth LAX Coach 5pt

Score Conversion Chart
Score
Division
18-25
Consider moving up a division
11-17
Consider staying at the veteran level
0-10
Consider moving down a level

•

Recommend
Veteran or A level
Veteran level
Rookie level

Note the team registration must be in the players age eligible division. Teams are not allowed to register at a lower age
level because of skill, this would pose a safety risk.

